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INFO RUEMOA/USCINSC/HELEN/1USC
RUEIAA/GIA WASHC/HLA/DEL/USA IMMEDIATE
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RUEKGC/DIRRDO WA IMMEDIATE
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WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT
- FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT
- CLASSIFIED.

SERIAL: (U) 672121/03042300/03042300/03042310/030410
PASS: (U)

COUNTRY: (U) CHINA (CH); IRAQ (12).
SUBJECT: 12 IRAQI EXPLOSIVES (U)

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT
- FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT
- CLASSIFIED.
- DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
- DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

D/O: (U) 901214.
REG: (U) 901214

SOURCE: (U) 672121/03042310 USC 424.1.4 (c)

SUMMARY: (U) PROBABLY TERRORIST ACTIONS PLANNED BY
IRAQI GOVERNMENT AND DIPLOMATIC POSTS.

SECRET
SECRET

TEXT: 1. [REDACTED] THAT THE IRAQI EMBASSY IN BEIJING HAS RECEIVED A SHIPMENT OF A HIGHLY SENSITIVE TYPE OF EXPLOSIVE. MOREOVER, [REDACTED] THIS EXPLOSIVE IS SUITABLE FOR USE IN LETTERS.

2. [REDACTED] THAT OUR (U.S.) EMBASSY MUST BE CAREFUL ABOUT INCOMING MAIL AND PACKAGES. HE SAID IRAQI DIPLOMATIC POSTS WORLD-WIDE HAVE RECEIVED THEIR SHIPMENT OF EXPLOSIVES VIA DIPLOMATIC POUCH.

COMMENTS: 1. [REDACTED]

2. [REDACTED]

IPSP: (U)
COMOBJ: (U)
PROJ: (U)
INSTR: (U)
PREP: (U)
ACO: (U)
DISSEM: (U)
WARNING: (U) REPORT CLASSIFIED
DECL
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